
                        STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
  

MEETING DETAILS 

Club: Canterbury Jockey Club at Riccarton Park 
Date: Saturday, 20 April 2024 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Soft 5 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chair), V Algar, D Wadley 
Vet: A Corser BVSc, D Williamson BVSc 
Op Support: C McMullan 

 

SUMMARY    

Suspensions: Race 4 
 
10 

L Sutherland BLUE VEIN 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] Suspended 28/4-5/5, 6 days  
A Najib OCEAN LIGHT 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] Suspended 21/4-27/4, 5 days 

Fines: Race 4 T Ladouceur (LA BELLA NERA) 
Failed to make contract weight [Rule 346(3)] $100 

Warnings: Race 6 
 
8 
 
10 
 

U Holmquist EMANON 
Shifting ground 900 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
R Patterson IT’S DORIS 
Presenting runner without notified gear (shadow roll) [Rule 616(4)] 
D Cooper AMAZON GODDESS 
Shifting ground 300 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Protests: Nil   

Request for Ruling: Nil   

Horse Actions: Race 6 
 
 
7 
 
7 
 
10 

THE HOTTIE 
Bled. 3 month stand down from racing or trialing, 2 month stand down from 
exercise. Veterinary certificate required 
PROSERVE 
Warned barrier manners 
ROYAL VALOUR 
Warned barrier manners 
IT’S THE VIBE 
Warned barrier manners 

Follow Up: Nil   

Rider Changes: Race 1 
 
4 

HARRY GEE  
K Williams replaced J Riddell (Transport difficulties) 
LA BELLA NERA 
R Jaun replaced T Ladouceur (Overweight) 

Late Scratchings: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Swabbing: SAILING AWAY, WARLAC, STAR BALLOT, LA BELLA NERA, CONTEMPLATION BAY, SASSY 
MERLOT, THIRD DECREE, ARCHERFIELD, NO RAIN EVER, GREEN LUCK, HARLECH, 
BOOMTOWN BOY 

 

GENERAL 

Race 6:  GOODANYA - Rider K Chowdhoory was granted permission to ride his mount at 1 kg over the carded weight. 

 



SUPPLEMENTARY 

Nothing to report 

 

RACE COMMENTS 

Race 1 RICCARTON PARK FUNCTION CENTRE MAIDEN 1400m 

SAILING AWAY (N Parmar) - Shifted outwards at the start crowding MUZZLE CAT. 
 
MUZZLE CAT (T Moseley) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
KEEP IT LOOSE (D Tait) - Jumped away very awkwardly losing ground then raced ungenerously through the early to 
middle stages proving a difficult ride. 
 
AN MORRIGHAN (K Kwo) - Contacted at the start then further hampered when crowded by HIVARI which lay inwards 
and away from SCHEDAR shortly after the start. 
 
OCEAN BREEZE (L Hemi) - Contacted at the start and then crowded losing ground when HIVARI shifted inwards. 
 
HIVARI (B Murray) - Shifted inwards at the start crowding OCEAN BREEZE. Lay inwards throughout the run home. 
 
YORRICK (C Barnes) - Began awkwardly making contact with GRASSHOPPER. 
 
GRASSHOPPER (K Bakker) - Contacted at the start when runners to either side shifted ground. Raced wide without 
cover throughout. 
 
ZOOM (J Fawcett) - Shifted inwards at the start making contact with GRASSHOPPER. 
 
SCHEDAR (R Jaun) - Began to over race passing the 900 metres and had to shift outwards to avoid heels. Raced in 
restricted room over the concluding stages. 
 
WAR COURT (S Wynne) - Lay outwards in the run home and steadied when in restricted room near the 50 metres due 
to FIRST LIEUTENANT (L Callaway) shifting ground under pressure. L Callaway was advised to exercise greater care. 
 

Race 2 HAPPY 50TH CLARKEY MAIDEN 1400m 

LADY FLOJO (K Chowdhoory) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
YAK SHA (K Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly. Steadied off heels near the 1200 metres in consequence to ON FILE being 
steadied at this point. Held up rounding the final bend and when shifting ground near the 400 metres to find clear 
racing room made contact with RANI BELLE which was shifted out onto HEY NOW which was forced wider. K Mudhoo 
was advised to exercise greater care. 
 
SILESSE (J Fawcett) - Restrained behind runners to obtain cover shortly after the start. 
 
ON FILE (T Comignaghi) - When racing keenly had to be steadied off heels passing the 1200 metres when GIANNIS (K 
Williams) improved forward. K Williams was advised to exercise greater care. 
 
GIANNIS (K Williams) - Over raced through the early and middle stages. Rider reported the gelding had hung 
throughout the running and she would be recommending gear changes to connections. 
 
RANI BELLE (L Hemi) - Raced in restricted room passing the 1150 metres when YAK SHA was being steadied to avoid 
heels and BRUSSET was improving forward. Contacted 400 metres. 
 



STAR FORMULA (D Tait) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
WARLAC (D Cooper) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home. 
 
HEY NOW (T Moseley) - Forced wider near the 400 metres. 
 
WARM BREEZE (S Wynne) - Held up early in the run home having to shift outwards across heels near the 300 metres 
to find clear racing room. 
 
WISEMEN’S DIVA (C Barnes) - When asked to comment on the performance of this favoured runner, the rider was of 
the opinion the mare had not backed up from its run last week. 
 

Race 3 AVON CITY FORD 2600m 

AEQUALIS (K Bakker) - Slow to begin. Raced three wide without cover through the early stages before being allowed 
to improve forward to sit outside the leader near the 1900 metres. 
 
STAR BALLOT (L Allpress) - Slow to begin. 
 
JAFFA (D Cooper) - Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. Lay outwards rounding the final bend and 
throughout the run home proving a difficult ride. 
 
DEMAND RESPECT (T Moseley) - Briefly crowded near the 300 metres when MAYOR OF NORWOOD (R Muniandy) 
shifted inwards looking for clear running. Also contributing was some outward movement from JAFFA which 
continued to lay outwards. R Muniandy was advised to exercise greater care. 
 

Race 4 CONGRATS MICHAEL PITMAN 2000 TRAINING WINS 1000m 

ZOULANDER (B Rogerson) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
KITH ‘N’ KIN (N Parmar) - Slow to begin. Had to be angled outwards across heels passing the 400 metres to find clear 
racing room. 
 
SINBIN (C Barnes) - Slow to begin. 
 
JOEY’S GIFT (L Hemi) - Restrained behind runners to obtain cover shortly after the start. 
 
ANGELS WINGS (A Goindasamy) - From its wide barrier draw restrained behind runners to obtain cover shortly after 
the start. 
 
PISCO SOUR (J Fawcett) - Crowded having to steady shortly after the start when runners either side shifted ground. 
 
LA BELLA NERA (R Jaun) - Hung inwards throughout the run home. 
 
DIVINE REGULUS (L Allpress) - Angled wider on the track near the 350 metres to find clear racing room. 
 
SPARTAN (D Tait) - Briefly placed in restricted room near the 200 metres when LA BELLA NERA lay in despite the 
efforts of its rider. 
 
T Ladouceur (LA BELLA NERA) - Admitted a charge in that he was unable to claim his full allowance for LA BELLA 
NERA, being over 1 kg over his riding weight, and was replaced by R Jaun. T Ladouceur was fined $100 under the 
Minor Infringement Schedule. 
 



L Sutherland (BLUE VEIN) - Admitted a charge in that she struck her mount BLUE VEIN 8 times prior to the 100 metre 
mark. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of L Sutherland’s licence to 
ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 27 April until the conclusion of racing on Sunday 5 May, 6 
national riding days. 
 

Race 5 JANET FRANCIS 1400m 

THE IMMIGRANT (K Williams) - Slow to begin. Held up in the run home going to the line untested by its rider. 
 
RUBICON REIGNS (L Callaway) - Slow to begin. Crowded and had to steady near the 200 metres when ANNIA AURELIA 
lay inwards. 
 
LIPPY (Y Atchamah) - Slow to begin. Had some trouble obtaining clear running early in the run home. 
 
LIFESTYLE (J Fawcett) - Slow to begin and then ridden with urgency to recover to sit outside the leader passing the 
900 metres. 
 
SASSMAN (T Moseley) - Got its head up when racing ungenerously when being restrained to obtain cover through the 
early stages. 
 
MAXIMUS AUGUSTUS (B Murray) - Crowded having to be briefly steadied near the 1000 metres when 
CONTEMPLATION BAY was taken inwards by inside runners. Had trouble obtaining clear running passing the 100 
metres and when shifting inwards near the 75 metres inconvenienced the tiring ANNELIESE. B Murray was advised to 
exercise greater care. 
 
ANNELIESE (C Campbell) - Raced wide without cover from the 800 metres. Inconvenienced when tiring near the 100 
metres. 
 
ANNIA AURELIA (K Chowdhoory) - Lay inwards under pressure and near the 200 metres shifted in crowding RUBICON 
REIGNS before being straightened by its rider, with the tiring CLAIRIERE also having to steady at this point. 
 
CLAIRIERE (A Goindasamy) - Steadied when tiring passing the 300 metres. 
 
DEEP BEAUTY (N Parmar) - Rider N Parmar with the assistance of the Riding Mentor was shown a replay of his ride 
over the concluding stages and advised he must ensure he rides his mounts out fully to the finish when circumstances 
permit. 
 

Race 6 DAPHNE BANNAN MEMORIAL GREAT EASTER STAKES 1400m 

ADANNAYA (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
BURNVUE (A Goindasamy) - Slow to begin. 
 
THE RADIANT ONE (T Comignaghi) - Shifted out at the start crowding SASSY MERLOT. Steadied to avoid the heels of 
EMANON near the 900 metres and over raced for a short distance afterwards having to be continually steadied off 
heels. Held up in the run home and was unable to obtain clear running until inside the final 200 metres.  
 
HASSTOBEYOU (S Wynne) - Began awkwardly losing ground. Returned to the enclosure with blood present in the 
right nostril. Following a veterinary inspection HASSTOBEYOU was found to have a laceration in one nostril and not a 
bleeder.  
 
SASSY MERLOT (L Allpress) - Crowded at the start losing ground. Over raced through the early and middle stages. 
 



THE GOOD SHEPHERD (G Jogoo) - Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. 
 
OUR ECHO (L Sutherland) - Raced in restricted room near the 1000 metres when HASSTOBEYOU which was improving 
forward lay inwards. Raced wide without cover from the 800 metres. 
 
THE HOTTIE (C Barnes) - Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils. Following a veterinary 
inspection THE HOTTIE was confirmed to have bled. THE HOTTIE shall not be ridden in exercise for a period of two 
months or start in any race or trial for a period of three months, and then only after a satisfactory gallop of at least 
1000 metres in the presence of a veterinarian. 
 
U Holmquist (EMANON) - Issued with a warning after allowing her mount to shift inwards when not fully clear of THE 
RADIANT ONE which had to be steadied near the 900 metres.  
 

Race 7 WAIKATO STUD PAY TRIBUTE TO TREVOR LUKE 1600m 

ADIKTIV PASSION (L Hemi) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
TREYBON (T Moseley) - Slow to begin. Had some difficulty obtaining clear running throughout the run home, only 
gaining clear racing room inside the final 50 metres.  
 
PROSERVE (A Najib) - After initially being slow to begin became awkward in its action getting its head up and losing 
considerable ground. Connections were advised that a barrier manners warning would be placed against PROSERVE’s 
racing record. 
 
ROYAL VALOUR (L Allpress) - Stood flat footed as the start was effected and as a result lost considerable ground. 
Connections were advised that a barrier manners warning would be placed against ROYAL VALOUR’s racing record. 
Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. Rider advised in her opinion the gelding had not backed up from 
last week’s effort. 
 
DIVINE SAVA (T Comignaghi) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
BEAVERTOWN BOY (L Sutherland) - Became awkwardly placed on heels near the 150 metres having to steady and 
continued to have difficulty obtaining clear running over the concluding stages. 
 

Race 8 NEW ZEALAND BLOODSTOCK WARSTEP STAKES 2000m 

Trainer R Patterson (IT’S DORIS) - Issued with a warning after presenting IT’S DORIS without notified gear (shadow 
roll).  
 
QUINTABELLE (S Wynne) - Blundered at the start. 
 
TEXAS DOLLY (L Hemi) - Shifted outwards at the start crowding NO RAIN EVER. 
 
NO RAIN EVER (L Sutherland) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
RADIANT REACH (T Moseley) - Slow to begin. 
 
MAZZUCATO (N Parmar) - Began very awkwardly losing ground. 
 
TETBURY (L Callaway) - Slow to begin. 
 
LOREN (K Chowdhoory) - Restrained behind runners to obtain cover shortly after the start. 
 



IT’S DORIS (C Barnes) - Over raced in the early stages and raced wide without cover for the majority of the race.  
 
RACE ACE (L Allpress) - Got its head up when being steadied passing the 1700 metres, with the trailing SENSE OF 
TIMING also having to be steadied in consequence. Held up early in the run home having to shift ground inwards to 
find clear racing room near the 250 metres. 
 
QUICK CALL (J Fawcett) - Crowded and checked near the 600 metres. 
 
CAFFEINATED (K Mudhoo) - Placed in restricted room and when being steadied near the 250 metres over reacted and 
got its head up for several strides when AMERICAN CHEVAL was taken outwards by SENSE OF TIMING (A Goindasamy) 
which was shifting ground under pressure. A Goindasamy was advised to exercise greater care. 
 
L Sutherland (NO RAIN EVER) - Stewards filed an information against apprentice L Sutherland alleging she rode 
carelessly passing the 600 metres. Due to L Sutherland having to leave the course to catch a flight, the matter was 
adjourned for hearing at the Egmont Racing Club meeting on Sunday 21 April. 
 

Race 9 COCA-COLA CANTERBURY GOLD CUP (G3) 2000m 

DAZZLING MISS (L Hemi) - Shifted outwards at the start dictating runners to its outside wider on the track. 
 
CAPO DELL IMPERO (C Campbell) - Dictated wider at the start. 
 
LADY TELENA (U Holmquist) - Dictated wider at the start crowding MATSCOT. 
 
MATSCOT (S Wynne) - Crowded at the start losing ground. 
 
HE’S A DOOZY (J Riddell) - Slow to begin. Raced keenly through the early and middle stages. Rider advised that the 
gelding had raced on a moderate tempo throughout and when the field sprinted in the run home HE’S A DOOZY had 
been caught flat footed. 
 
SHOCKALLIA (J Fawcett) - Slow to begin. 
 
OUR JUMALA (C Barnes) - Slow to begin. 
 
PERFECT SCENARIO (N Parmar) - Raced wide through the early stages before being restrained to obtain cover passing 
the 1800 metres. 
 
GREEN LUCK (K Williams) - When asked to comment on the apparent improved performance, trainer S Faulkner 
advised that the gelding had been racing honestly and finished within three lengths of the winner at its previous three 
or four starts, and a good showing today was not unexpected. 
 

Race 10 NORWOOD FARM MACHINERY 1800m 

IT’S THE VIBE (D Tait) - Stood flat footed as the start was effected losing ground and then became awkward in its 
stride briefly losing further ground. Connections were advised that a barrier manners warning would be placed 
against the gelding’s racing record. 
 
DAME COUNTY (K Chowdhoory) - Slow to begin and then ridden with urgency to recover. 
 
ALMANAC (K Williams) - Slow to begin. 
 
GENTLE BEN (B Rogerson) - Slow to begin. 
 



PATRAINE (C Campbell) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. Contacted near the 300 metres. 
 
TUMUCH (L Hemi) - When attempting a marginal run near the 300 metres to the outside of AMAZON GODDESS was 
crowded and had to steady when that runner shifted ground, becoming held up for a short distance before shifting to 
the inside to obtain clear racing room. 
 
HEREIGOAGAIN (R Jaun) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home. 
 
EPILOGUE (U Holmquist) - Lay outwards under pressure and near the 300 metres made contact with PATRAINE. 
 
THE ADVISOR (T Moseley) - Became awkwardly placed on the heels of LADYSWEY near the 100 metres having to 
steady and shift ground outwards. 
 
MAOLLA MISS (C Barnes) - Rider was of the opinion the mare needed track with more moisture in them. 
 
D Cooper (AMAZON GODDESS) - Issued with a warning after allowing his mount AMAZON GODDESS to shift outwards 
under pressure near the 300 metres placing TUMUCH in restricted room. When assessing this matter Stewards took 
into account some inward movement from EPILOGUE. 
 
A Najib (OCEAN LIGHT) - Admitted a charge in that he struck his mount OCEAN LIGHT 9 times prior to the 100 metre 
mark. After considering submissions the Adjudicative Committee imposed a suspension of A Najib’s licence to ride in 
races from the conclusion of racing on Saturday 20 April until the conclusion of racing on Saturday 27 April, 5 national 
riding days. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


